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Notes: 
 
This application has been reported to the Planning Committee for determination at the 
request of the Local Member. 
 
Members will visit this site on 10th June 2009 
 

Site and Proposal 
 
1. The site is approximately 0.22 ha located to the north of Magdalene Close, adjacent 

to former MOD (married quarters) housing. The site was purchased by Annington 
Property Ltd in 1996 together with the rest of the married quarters estate.  The site is 
partially hard surfaced and used by cars for additional car parking. Local residents 
have indicated that children also use the site informally on an ad-hoc basis as a kick 
about area. The site is bounded to the north by the golf course (that will eventually be 
part of the Northstowe development), the east by a Public Right of Way and a 
children’s play area, the south housing and to the west by further children’s play area. 

 
2. The application proposes four two-bed houses, three three-bed houses and one four-

bed house. The dwellings are of a traditional style similar to those within Magdalene 
Close and the former MOD married-quarters estate. The proposed dwellings are 
semi-detached and are two storeys in height. Three of the dwellings will be provided 
as affordable units. The application provides 16 car parking spaces, with access to 
these directly off Magdalene Close.  

 
3. Six trees will be removed as part of the application four poplars’ on the north-western 

boundary and two to the south of the site. Three existing trees to the south of the site 
will be retained and are incorporated into the developments landscaping.  

 
Planning History 

 
4. S/1037/00/F - Erection of 17 dwellings (Refused) 

S/1126/06/F - Erection of 11 dwellings (Withdrawn) 
S/0620/07/F - Erection of 8 dwellings (Withdrawn) 
S/1884/08/F - Erection of 8 dwellings (Withdrawn) 
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5. The submitted application follows the withdrawal of three previous applications and a 
refusal of an earlier application on this site. The current application has been 
submitted after detailed pre-application discussions with the Planning Officer and the 
Urban Design Team following the withdrawal of the most recent application 
(reference S/1884/08/F).   

 
Planning Policy 
 

6. East of England Plan (2008) Policies:  
SS1 (Achieving Sustainable Development) and ENV7 (Quality in the Built 
Environment) 

 
7. South Cambridgeshire Local Development Framework (LDF) Core Strategy, 

adopted January 2007: 
Policies ST/3 (Re-Using Previously Developed Land and Buildings), ST6 (Group 
Villages), DP/1 (Sustainable Development), DP/2 (Design of New Development), 
DP/3 (Development Criteria), DP/7 (Development Frameworks), HG/1 (Housing 
Density), HG/2 (Housing Mix), HG/3 (Affordable Housing), SF/9 (Protection of 
Existing Recreational Areas, SF/10 (Outdoor Playspace, Informal Open Space and 
New Developments), SF/11 (Open Space Standards), TR/1 (Planning for More 
Sustainable Travel), and TR/2 (Car and Cycle Parking) 

 
8. Open Space in New Developments Supplementary Planning Document, 

adopted, January 2009. 
 
9. Circular 11/95 – The Use of Conditions in Planning Permissions: Advises that 

conditions should be necessary, relevant to planning, relevant to the development 
permitted, enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other respects. 

 
10. Circular 05/2005 - Planning Obligations: Advises that planning obligations must be 

relevant to planning, necessary, directly related to the proposed development, fairly 
and reasonably related in scale and kind and reasonable in all other respect. 
 
Consultation 

 
11. Longstanton Parish Council – Response awaited. 
 
12. Tree Officer - No objection to the removal of six trees. Tree protection details are 

satisfactory. 
 
13. Landscape Officer – No objection. This is a greatly improved layout. If this land is to 

be developed both the young as well as the mature poplars will need to be removed.  
There are more poplars on the golf course land close to the boundary with the 
development site. These will in due course mature into significant trees that will also 
be a problem in the future, both by becoming overbearing on the small gardens and 
possibly by causing structural damage to the houses. The foundation construction 
needs to take this into account. 

  
14. Housing Development & Enabling Manager - I can confirm that the property types 

(2x 2 bed house and 1x 3 bed house) are acceptable, however I do have concerns 
about the size of the units. The minimum internal floor area I would like to achieve to 
allow these units to attract grant funding from the Homes and Communities Agency 
are 2 bed house (72 sqm) and 3 bed house (85 sqm). I would propose a change to 
the tenure in that we are likely to be offered to - 2 rented units and 1 intermediate 



form of tenure. I have a family in need of a 3 bed bungalow who currently live in 
Longstanton and want to remain in Longstanton. Would it be at all possible to 
accommodate a bungalow on this site, rather than all houses? 

 
15. Joint Urban Design Team – We are pleased that the submitted application has used 

our advice to create a successful approach to this site. The revised design solutions 
to the layout, car parking, the provision of good natural surveillance, and the use of 
materials all relate well to the site context. The proposed dwellings have different 
depths and therefore require different roof spans and ridge heights, in design terms 
we strongly believe that the ridgelines should line up, which will require the smaller 
units to be slightly set back or an adjustment to the building footprint to meet the 
increase in size required by the affordable housing units. This will eliminate the large 
single areas of roof the proposals present. The Urban Design Team support the 
application subject to amendments to address the roofline. 

 
16. Ecology Officer – No objection to this application. Requests whether it is possible to 

extend the native hedge at the rear further in both directions, even if it made the 
gardens shorter. A scheme of nest box provision should be secured through condition 
to get some form of biodiversity gain. 

  
17. Highway Authority – Response awaited. 
 
18. Cambridgeshire County Council, Education – No education contribution required. 
 
19. Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue – Response awaited. 
 
20. Police Architectural Liaison Officer – Response awaited. 
 
21. Environment Agency – Response awaited. 
 

Representations 
 
22. 6 letters of objection raising concerns about the following: 
 

1. Loss of open space; 
2. Concerns about whether public right of way affected; 
3. Need for housing in Longstanton with Northstowe proposed to be built so close 

by; 
4. Concerns whether existing play areas will be affected; 
5. Concerns regarding the loss of visibility between the two play areas; 
6. Loss of privacy; 
7. Character of new development not in keeping with existing dwellings; 
8. Loss of trees; 
9. Concerns whether wildlife would be affected; 
10. Maintenance of existing play areas; 
11. Management charge local residents pay to Annington should mean that they get 

a say in what development happens; 
12. Whether there is sufficient car parking; 
13. Flood risk; 
14. Lighting. 

 



Planning Comments – Key Issues 
 
23. The key considerations in determining this application are: 
 

1. Principle of Development 
2. Design & Residential Amenity 
3. Car parking  
4. Affordable Housing and Mix 
5. Open space 
6. Trees / Landscaping/Ecology 
7. Flood risk 
8. Lighting 
9. S106 

 
Principle of Development 

24. The proposal seeks to erect eight dwellings within the village of Longstanton adjacent 
to the golf course.  Longstanton is designated as group village within the LDF, 
suitable for residential development up to an indicative maximum scheme size of 8 
dwellings, therefore the principle of the proposed development is acceptable and in 
accordance with the LDF Policy ST/6.  

 
25. The site lies within the village framework and has been previously used on an ad-hoc 

basis for car parking and it is now used as a kick-about area. The proposal to 
redevelop this land accords with Policy ST/3 as well as Planning Policy Statement 1 
(PPS1) which seeks to re-use previously developed land to deliver sustainable 
development. 

 
26. A number of residents have objected to this development on the grounds that it is not 

required because Northstowe will be built nearby. Whilst the new town of Northstowe 
will eventually be built nearby, this is not a sufficient reason to not allow suitable 
development that is in accordance with the development plan within the village of 
Longstanton.  

 
27. The principle of residential development on this site is considered acceptable and is 

in accordance with LDF policies ST/3 and ST/6. 
 

Car parking  
28. The development allocates 2 car parking spaces per dwelling, although this is slightly 

above the average of 1.5 dwellings per dwelling as set out in the LDF it is considered 
acceptable, as the development has no designated visitor parking within the scheme. 
The LDF does allow for developments to provide a maximum of 2 spaces where the 
dwelling has more than 3 bedrooms therefore this slight over provision of car parking 
is considered acceptable, particularly given the concerns raised by local residents 
regarding the loss of this ad-hoc car parking spaces. A response from the Highway 
Authority is awaited and an update on this will be provided at the committee meeting.  

 
Design & Residential Amenity 

29. The context of the surrounding area is suburban in nature, with the existing properties 
within Magdalene Close defined by wide fronted, two storey semi detached 
properties, slightly set back from the street to allow for car parking spaces to front. 
Policy DP/2 requires new development to be of an appropriate scale and nature. The 
layout of the development has regard to the prevailing character of the area through 
the inclusion of two storey, wide fronted, pairs of semi-detached dwellings, which are 
set back from the street. 



 
30. The proposed dwellings take key elements from the style and massing of the 

surrounding development and therefore preserve and enhance the character of the 
local area. The layout of the dwellings is sympathetic with the street scene and 
provides an suitable surveillance to the play areas through the inclusion of windows 
that overlook the children’s play area and the parking spaces to the front of the 
dwellings. Although the Urban Design Team would prefer to have seen a more 
consistent roof ridgeline, the change in roof heights is not detrimental to the overall 
street scene and would not be such a sufficient reason to refuse this application. 
Details of materials are not included within the application but can be dealt with by 
planning condition to ensure that they are compatible with the location. Therefore it is 
considered that the proposals are in accordance with Policy DP/2. 

 
31. The proposed density of the development is 40 dwellings per hectare, which is in 

accordance with Policy HG/1. Although this is slightly higher density than elsewhere 
on the ex MOD estate it is still sympathetic to the existing and in keeping with the 
character of the surrounding area.  

 
32. In terms of residential amenity, the proposed dwellings are 31 metres from the 

adjacent existing properties (front to front). This is distance is acceptable and more 
than the distances between existing properties further along Magdalene Close which 
range between 20-27 metres for front to front. Therefore it is considered that there is 
no residential harm in terms of loss of privacy or over-looking. 

 
Affordable housing and mix 

33. The proposed development provides three affordable houses which equates to 37.5% 
affordable housing, which is slightly less than that required by Policy HG/3 however, 
the provision of four dwellings for affordable housing would be significantly higher 
than what is required by policy HG/3. The Housing and Enabling Manager has raised 
no objection to the overall number of affordable units to be provided, therefore the 
provision of three affordable units on site is acceptable. The tenure of affordable 
housing that was originally offered by the applicant was unacceptable to the Housing 
and Enabling Manager, as it did not include a high enough proportion of socially 
rented dwellings. Following negotiations with the applicant the proportion of social 
rented dwellings has increased from one dwelling to two. The tenure of the affordable 
housing is now considered acceptable. 

 
34. The application comprises of four two-bed houses, three three-bed houses and one 

four-bed house of which the proportion of market dwellings are: two two-bed, two 
three-bed and one four-bed. This mix broadly accords with policy HG/2 as 40% of 
homes have one or two bedrooms, 40% of homes have three bedrooms and 20% 
have four bedrooms. This is therefore considered acceptable. 

 
35. The Housing and Enabling Manager confirmed that the sizes of affordable units are 

too small to be able to attract grant funding from the Homes and Communities 
Agency (HCA). The applicant has now revised the housing layout to increase the size 
of the affordable housing units to that they will be acceptable to a Registered Social 
Landlord and be capable of attracting HCA grant. Whilst the Housing and Enabling 
Manager has raised the need for a bungalow within Longstanton, it is considered that 
the provision of a bungalow at this location would not be in keeping with the character 
of the surrounding properties and the lack of the provision of a bungalow would not 
be such a significant reason to refuse this application.  

 



Open Space 
36. Representations have been received which object to the site being redeveloped for 

residential use on the grounds that it will result in a loss of open space. It is accepted 
that although the site is not designated for this use within the LDF, it may be used on 
an ad-hoc basis for children playing football, and therefore should be determined 
against Policy SF/9 which seeks to protect existing recreation areas unless they are 
replaced by an area of equivalent or better quantity or quality in a suitable location or 
the proposal includes provision of sports and recreation facilities of sufficient benefit 
to recreation to outweigh the loss or there is a excess of provision in quantitative and 
qualitative terms taking into account potential future demand.  

 
37. The site contains a hard surfaced area used by cars for additional overspill parking as 

well as by children as a kick-about area. The site is in a poor state of repair and has a 
rundown appearance. A conflict between the users of this space currently exists. The 
proposal to erect eight new dwellings, three of which would be affordable does not in 
itself require the provision of any onsite open space in accordance with Policy SF/10, 
however it does generate a requirement for offsite provision and five years 
maintenance of this provision. The applicant has indicated that they would be 
prepared to enter into a Section 106 Agreement to provide contributions towards 
these, in line with the Councils requirements as set out in the Open Space SPD. 
Therefore this would go some way to ensuring that the poor informal space loss could 
be replaced by a new space dedicated for the use of children. 

 
38. The existing play areas, are owned and maintained by the applicant, they have 

indicated that they would be willing to transfer them to the Parish Council, which 
would ensure that the future of the play areas could be decided by the local 
community. 

 
39. The play area to the west of the site is 300sqm, slightly larger than a Local Area of 

Play (LAP). LAP’s traditionally within South Cambridgeshire do not contain equipment 
however this one does and it is principally aimed at children aged between 4-6 years. 
The play area to the east is 1775 sqm, which is substantially larger than the national 
standard for both LEAPS (400sqm) and NEAPS (1000sqm) and it is principally aimed 
at children aged between 4-8 years. Two representations have been received raising 
concern that the development will prevent parents from being able to view both play 
areas at the same time. The distance between the two play areas is almost 100m, 
therefore the ability of parents to observe both areas at the same time is already 
difficult, however it is accepted that the construction of dwellings in between would 
make this task harder. However, given the size of the eastern play area it might be 
possible to improve this area so that it incorporates new play equipment suitable for 
younger children as well as slightly older children, therefore improving the existing 
situation and making it much easier for parents to observe children of different ages 
at the same time.  

 
40. There is a Public Right of Way, which forms the eastern boundary of the site. The 

proposed development would not encroach on the Right of Way. The route of this 
Right of Way would be maintained at all times.  
 
Trees/Landscaping and Ecology 

41. The development proposes to remove six trees, four to the north-western boundary 
and two small trees to the road frontage. These trees will be replaced by four new 
trees to the road and Public Right of Way frontage. Condition 4 would prevent the 
remove of any other trees within the site and would ensure that adequate protection 
is provided to trees to be retained at all times. The Tree Officer has raised no 



objection to the removal of these trees and the Landscape Officer considers that the 
removal of the poplar trees from the proposed rear gardens of plots 7 and 8 will be 
beneficial. The proposals include areas for indicative new planting to the street 
frontage and planting to the fronts of the dwellings. Full details of this and other hard 
landscaping can be dealt with by condition 2 and 3.  

 
42. In terms of the ecological impact of the proposed development, the Council’s Ecology 

Officer has raised no objections to the development, but would like to see the native 
hedge extended and provision of nest boxes on the dwellings. These issues can be 
covered by condition 2, 3 and 7. 

 
Flood Risk 

43. The location of the development site falls outside of the Environment Agency Flood 
Zones 2 and 3 where a Flood Risk Assessment is required. As the development falls 
outsides of these zones the likeilhood of flooding from a main river is significantly 
reduced.  

 
Lighting 

44. The proposed development does not affect the existing street lighting that is currently 
provided. Additional lighting is proposed within the application, however this would be 
the subject of planning condition 9 which would ensure that it suitable within the street 
scene. 

 
Conclusion 

45. Although it is understandable that local residents have raised some concerns 
regarding the erection of eight new dwellings within the village of Longstanton, the 
principle of this proposal is in accordance with Policy ST/6. The new dwellings would 
provide a good quality edge to the village, in keeping with those of the surrounding 
area. Although the application does not quite meet the requirements of Policy HG/3 
(40% affordable housing) is does provide 37.5% affordable housing and this is onsite.  

 
46. Whilst this proposal may result in the loss of a poor quality, small area of open land, 

which is used by children and by cars for parking, it would not harm the existing play 
areas, indeed it would potentially improve these areas by providing a great degree of 
surveillance to them. The approval of this application could potentially lead to the 
transfer of management and maintenance of the existing formal areas to the Parish 
Council which would allow local residents to have certainty over the long-term 
management and maintenance of these areas. It would also require monies, which 
could be used to significantly improve the existing provision within the village. 
Therefore on balance it is considered that the application should be approved.  

 
Recommendation 

 
47. Approval subject to the following conditions: 
 

Conditions 
 
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 3 

years from the date of this permission. (Reason - To ensure that consideration 
of any future application for development in the area will not be prejudiced by 
permissions for development, which have not been acted upon.) 

 
2. No development shall take place until full details of both hard and soft 

landscape works have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 



Planning Authority. These details shall include indications of all existing trees 
and hedgerows on the land and details of any to be retained, together with 
measures for their protection in the course of development. The details shall 
also include specification of all proposed trees, hedges and shrub planting, 
which shall include details of species, density and size of stock. (Reason - To 
ensure the development is satisfactorily assimilated into the area in 
accordance with Policy DP/2 of the adopted Local Development Framework 
2007.) 

 
3. All hard and soft landscape works shall be carried out in accordance with the 

approved details. The works shall be carried out prior to the occupation of any 
part of the development or in accordance with a programme agreed in writing 
with the Local Planning Authority. If within a period of five years from the date 
of the planting of any tree that tree, or any tree planted in replacement for it, is 
removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, another tree of the same species and 
size as that originally planted shall be planted at the same place, unless the 
Local Planning Authority gives its written consent to any variation. (Reason - 
To ensure the development is satisfactorily assimilated into the area in 
accordance with Policy DP/2 of the adopted Local Development Framework 
2007.) 

 
4. In this condition "retained tree" means an existing tree which is to be retained 

in accordance with the approved plans and particulars; and paragraphs (a) 
and (b) below shall have effect until the expiration of 5 years from [the date of 
the first occupation of the dwellings hereby approved]. 

 

(a) No retained tree shall be cut down, uprooted or destroyed, nor shall 
any retained tree be topped or lopped other than in accordance with 
the approved plans and particulars, without the written approval of the 
Local Planning Authority. Any topping or lopping approved shall be 
carried out in accordance with the relevant British Standard. 

(b) If any retained tree is removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, another 
tree shall be planted at the same place and that tree shall be of such 
size and species, and shall be planted at such time, as may be 
specified in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

(c) The erection of fencing for the protection of any retained tree shall be 
undertaken in accordance with the approved plans and particulars 
before any equipment, machinery or materials are brought on to the 
site for the purposes of the development, and shall be maintained until 
all equipment, machinery and surplus materials have been removed 
from the site. Nothing shall be stored or placed in any area fenced in 
accordance with this condition and the ground levels within those 
areas shall not be altered, nor shall any excavation be made, without 
the written consent of the Local Planning Authority.  

(Reason - To protect trees which are to be retained in order to enhance the 
development and the visual amenities of the area in accordance with Policy 
DP/1 of the adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 
5. No development shall take place until there has been submitted to and 

approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority a plan indicating the 
positions, design, materials and type of boundary treatment to be erected. The 
boundary treatment shall be completed before the dwellings are occupied. 
Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details and 
thereafter retained unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning 



Authority. (Reason - To ensure that the appearance of the site does not 
detract from the character of the area in accordance with Policy DP/2 of the 
adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 
6. No development shall take place until a schedule of materials (including 

render colours) and finishes for the doors, windows, walls, and roofs of the 
dwellings on a plot by plot basis, hereby permitted to include samples of the 
materials and method of window opening to be used in the construction of the 
external surfaces of the dwellings hereby permitted have been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall be 
carried out in accordance with the approved details. (Reason - To ensure the 
appearance of the development is satisfactory in accordance with Policy DP/2 
of the adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 
 

7. No development shall begin until a scheme for the provision of bird nest boxes 
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority; the dwellings shall not be occupied until the next boxes have been 
provided in accordance with the approved scheme. (Reason - To enhance 
nature conservation interests in accordance with Policy NE/6 of the adopted 
Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 

8. Any removal of trees, scrub or hedgerow shall not take place in the bird 
breeding season between 15th February and 15th July inclusive, unless a 
mitigation scheme for the protection of bird-nesting habitat has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. (Reason 
- To avoid causing harm to nesting birds in accordance with their protection 
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and in accordance with Policy 
NE/6 of the adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 
9. No external lighting shall be provided within the site other than in accordance 

with details that shall have first been submitted to and approved in writing by 
the Local Planning Authority. (Reason -To minimise the effects of light 
pollution on the surrounding area in accordance with Policy NE/14 of the 
adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 
10. The development shall not begin until a scheme for the provision of affordable 

housing as part of the development has been submitted to and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The affordable housing shall be 
provided in accordance with the approved scheme.  The scheme shall 
include:  

 
(a) The numbers, type and location on the site of the affordable housing 

provision to be made; 
(b) The timing of the construction of the affordable housing; 
(c) The arrangements to ensure that such provision is affordable for both 

initial and subsequent occupiers of the affordable housing; and 
(d) The occupancy criteria to be used for determining the identity of 

prospective and successive occupiers of the affordable housing, and the 
means by which such occupancy shall be enforced. 

(Reason - To ensure the provision of an agreed mix of affordable housing in 
accordance with Policy HG/3 of the adopted Local Development Framework 
2007.) 

 



11. No development shall begin until details of a scheme for the provision of open 
space infrastructure to meet the needs of the development in accordance with 
adopted Local Development Framework Policy SF/10 have been submitted to 
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  The scheme shall 
include a timetable for the provision to be made and shall be carried out in 
accordance with the approved details. (Reason - To ensure that the 
development contributes towards open space in accordance with the above-
mentioned Policy and Policy DP/4 of the adopted Local Development 
Framework 2007.) 

 
12. Demolition, delivery or construction works shall not take place outside 07:30 

hours to 18:00 hours Mondays to Fridays and 08:00 hours to 13:00 hours on 
Saturdays nor at any time on Sundays or Bank Holidays. (Reason - To 
safeguard the amenities of the adjoining occupiers in accordance with Policy 
DP/3 of the adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 

 

13. Prior to the commencement of any development, a scheme for the provision 
and implementation of surface water drainage shall be submitted to and 
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The works/scheme shall 
be constructed and completed in accordance with the approved plans prior to 
the occupation of any part of the development or in accordance with the 
implementation programme agreed with the Local Planning Authority. 
(Reason - To ensure a satisfactory method of surface water drainage and to 
prevent the increased risk of flooding in accordance with Policy DP/1 of the 
adopted Local Development Framework 2007.) 
 

Background Papers: the following background papers were used in the preparation of this 
report:  
 
 South Cambridgeshire Local Development Framework Core Strategy (adopted January 

2007) 
 South Cambridgeshire Local Development Framework Development Control Policies 

Development Plan (adopted July 2007) 
 Planning File Ref:S/0534/09/F 
 
Case Officer: Michelle Crees – Senior Planning Officer  

Telephone: (01954) 713317 


